
HOOSIER LOTTERY AUDITIONS 

 

PLEASE READ SLATING AND AUDITION INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY! 

 

Audition Instructions: 

• Client would like the slate to be at the beginning for this one.  Start out with a Close Up of your 

face, as well as show your hands/arms (elbows up kind of thing) while still in a close up shot, 

then show a full body shot, where you can say your name/agency.  And if you have GEL nails let 

them know.  And if you have any tattoos/piercings that would be visible in a tank top kind of 

thing, make mention of that (aside from ears, that’s fine).  Also tell if you’ve been in a Hoosier 

Lottery spot or any other lottery spot in the past 5 years (if you know year that is helpful too).  

*Note – it does not mean you won’t be selected if you’ve done other spots, producers just like 

to know. 

• For the auditions, do a medium shot (Mid-Chest up kind of thing).  The client/producers need to 

see your faces, reactions, etc. 

• Please make sure you PLAY TO CAMERA.  For example, if you’re doing the scene of baking 

cookies, sometimes actors will do a profile/side view of them looking in the oven.  But the 

clients watching the video don’t really see the actor’s face.  So, for the audition, you should look 

straight toward the camera as if the camera is the oven and give them that smile.   

• Just be sure that we can clearly see/hear you.  If you don’t have a backdrop, a plain, solid-

colored wall is fine.  Nothing distracting.  You don’t need to actually be in a kitchen with an 

oven, etc.  What the clients care about is how you, as the actor, are playing the situation…your 

look, reactions, etc. 

• If you fit more than one role and want to do audition for both, that is fine for this job, but please 

do separate video files for each one. 

• Label each video file with your name and ROLE before you upload to the uploader button.  And 

please resize to be under 50MB, .mov or .mp4 files preferred.  As always, if you need tips on 

how to frame shots, edit, resize files, etc., you can always check out:  

www.talent-fusion.com/selftape 

 

 

Role Breakdowns / Audition Notes for each: 

Below is a list of all the roles and the specs for each one, so you know which one would match you.  

Then, there are audition instructions for what you should do in your audition.  The actual role will all be 

non-speaking, but for the audition if it makes sense to ad-lib some talking, that’s fine.  Again, it’s all 

about being expressive, smiles, etc. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.talent-fusion.com/selftape
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ROLE SPECS AUDITION DIRECTIONS 

#1 Man looking into attic  Male / late 30s to 40s  
Any Ethnicity 

*man with flashlight looking 
into attic to find Holiday 
decorations… nice smile and 
facial expressions when he sees 
Holiday things he’s looking for 

#2 Woman baking cookies Female / 50s to 70s /               
Any Ethnicity 

*Woman looking into oven to 
see her cookies baking… Light of 
oven lights her smile and 
satisfied nod or look of how 
they look 

#3 Hostess lighting dinner table 
candles 

Female / 40s to 60s /               
Any Ethnicity 

*Woman striking match and 
leaning over table to light 
candles on table with a smile… 
Candle will light her face 

#4 Woman walking up to home 
as lights come on 

Female / 25 to 35 /                
Any Ethnicity 

*Woman bundled up and 
walking to home as Holiday 
lights come on… We NEED 
GOOD REACTIONS HERE! 
Surprise, delight/wonder, smiles 
and even a little laugh 

#5 Man walking up to home as 
lights come on 

Male / 25 to 35 /                
Any Ethnicity 

*Man bundled up and walking 
to home as Holiday lights come 
on… We NEED GOOD 
REACTIONS HERE! Surprise, 
delight/wonder, smiles and 
even a little laugh 

#6 Woman on Ipad Female / 40s to 70s /               
Any Ethnicity 

*Woman wishing her grown kid 
a VIRTUAL “Happy Holidays” as 
she and her husband are seated 
in front of an Ipad talking to it… 
Nice smiles and fun attitude … 
interaction with Ipad but also 
husband 

#7 Man on Ipad Female / 40s to 70s /               
Any Ethnicity 

*Man wishing his grown kid a 
VIRTUAL “Happy Holidays” as 
he and his wife are seated in 
front of an Ipad talking to it… 
Nice smiles and fun attitude … 
interaction with Ipad but also 
wife 
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#8 Person on Ipad w/dog Female or male / 25 - 35 /               
Any Ethnicity 

*Young adult with an older dog 
on lap (if anyone is auditioning 
from home and they have a 
dog… use it!) and showing Mom 
& Dad their Holiday 
companion… Might be a new 
dog rescued or an old family 
friend… smiles, some 
interaction with the dog but 
mostly with parents on other 
end of Ipad… WE WILL NEVER 
SEE THIS PERSON’S IPAD, JUST 
THEM IN THE SCREEN SO THEY 
DON’T NEED TO SET UP AN IPAD 

#9 Friend in Living Room Female or Male /25-60/           
any ethnicity 

*party, party, party… this group 
of people is either a family of 
4… 2 older parents and 2 grown 
kids OR a group of 25 to 35yr 
old friends having a gift 
exchange… It will depend upon 
the casting we get These folks 
will be getting and giving HL 
tickets but mainly, we want 
WARMTH, comfort with each 
other, easy hugs, easy laughter 
and Holiday cheer portraited. 
**IF there are any REAL families 
that fit this bill we’d take a look, 
for sure! 

#10 Friend in Living Room Female or Male /25-60/           
any ethnicity 

See above 

#11 Friend in Living Room Female or Male /25-60/           
any ethnicity 

See above 

#12 Friend in Living Room Female or Male /25-60/           
any ethnicity 

See above 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


